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Have you ever been to the internet? Well I spend to much damn time on it. Anyways, if you've been on the internet you may have heard of "creepypastas". "What is a creepypasta?", you may ask. Well reader, a creepypasta is a "internet campfire story". A scary story to tell in the dark meant to scare you. Simple as that. So me and my friend David have hand picked some of our favorites and we labeled it "BLACK EDITION". Because it sounded cool. So read on reader!
Tips for Monster Hunting
Check the deepest part of the ocean. Or let someone with a submarine check it for you. Order a monster egg online. Make sure it won't hatch before it arrives. Don't. What are you, crazy? You don't need to look. The monsters will find you. THE MONSTER BOOK OF MONSTERS is a collection of 100 stories from around the world. These aren't your everyday Werewolves and Wendigos either. Each story is told by the survivor of an encounter with a unique and mysterious creature more wild and varied than you can imagine. This book has something for everyone with a dark mind, so read now to find the perfect monster for you. Some monsters are quirky and friendly, while others are apocalyptic behemoths crawling up from the depths. Some stories are heartwarming, funny, or profound, while others are a blood bath. As seen on TV* *Assuming you can see into the future. The Monster Book of Monsters is a joint media and literary project. These monsters are destined for the screen in an episodic series of short horror films. See the inside of the book for more information on how to get involved. About Haunted House Publishing
We're passionate about publishing horror stories for adults, scary books for teens, and all sorts of dark fiction. We've got new horror kindle books every month, specializing in supernatural stories, supernatural book collections, and paranormal books for adults. We've got zombie books, demonic horror, ghosts and specters, angels and demons, gothic novels, and haunted houses and ghosts novels. We promise some of the top horror books 2018. Just when you thought it was safe to go back online, YouTube sensation Mr. CreepyPasta returns with a whole new collection of truly creepy tales deemed too terrifying for the offline world—until now. The Creepypasta Collection, Volume 2 delves into the depths of the absolute best short stories from the darkest corners of the Internet. You won't be able to sleep with the light off after experiencing the misadventures of our heroes and heroines, who encounter everything from the highly suspicious to the incredibly disturbed. With stories that range from the unforgettable "Jeff the Killer" to the fear-inducing "Smiling Dog," this collection is the perfect gift for Creepypasta fans and horror enthusiasts alike. "Absence of negative thoughts is the presence of a constructive mind." Life was never easy for anyone to deal with, but some positive people chose to help others despite the situations they are facing in their lives. It is easy to contemplate but it takes your entire journey when it comes to an action. This composition of various genres enlightens the appropriateness of the title as it is an agglomeration of various touch points like life stories, love and life ideologies, dreams, desires, death, justice, psychological outcomes after a tragedy, life's offering freedom, overcoming negativity, working towards oneself, poems dedicated to humanity, God, love, living for a purpose, and a letter to mother. My sincere respect and appreciation to all my co-authors who came up and shared their experiences of life, fought for what they deserve, and positively got over the negativity and became valuable human beings. This collection has been anthologized, with toil and dedication, by compiler Sakshi Chandwani. The book that launched America's urban legend obsession! The Vanishing Hitchhiker was Professor Brunvand's first popular book on urban legends, and it remains a classic. The culmination of twenty years of collection and research, this book is a must-have for urban legend lovers. Did you hear about the kids who found a Ferrari buried in their garden? What about the man who sued Satan? Or the woman who woke up in the middle of her funeral? Do you know the legend of the Bunny Man? There are some stories that people will claim are true without a doubt, no matter the circumstance. This collection showcases the best of these fascinating and often creepy tales. The stories featured within fall under the following categories: Supernatural Pop Culture Medical Historical Mystery Death Tragedies Crimes The Government Animals And Many Other Fascinating Topics! Whether you believe these urban myths or not, they have the power to unnerv and enthral us all. This incredible compilation of captivating stories will keep any reader on the edge of their seat. Mark Hannigan is a homicide detective in the isolated town of Pacific Glade,
located in the dense forest regions of Washington. The town is so shut off from the rest of the world that it has earned the nickname “Neverglades” from its longtime residents. The Neverglades are no stranger to bizarre and inexplicable events, and Hannigan has seen plenty of things on the police force that seem to defy earthly explanation. Enter the Inspector. A mysterious figure always seen with a cigar and fedora, this otherworldly detective knows more about the workings of the Neverglades than any human being rightly should. There’s a rip in reality around Pacific Glade, he says, making it a breeding ground for the strange and supernatural, and the Inspector is just one of many entities who have managed to slip through. In these nine interwoven stories, Hannigan and the Inspector traverse the haunted grounds of the Neverglades, where it’s going to take everything they’ve got to make it out alive. Time paradoxes, pocket universes, giant dream-weaving crabs and star-snuffing leviathans—it’s a lot for one measly little human to handle. But with an eldritch abomination by his side, Hannigan just might stand a chance. They take place on desolate highways, in a dark and lonely wood, in ordinary neighborhoods just like your own. Tales of everyday people caught up in indomitable situations. Dread-inducing moments with an air of plausibility—while you hope to god they aren’t actually true. Urban legends, modern folklore, or creepypasta. Whatever you call them, they represent shards of our deepest anxieties as individuals, as a society. CORPSE COLD: NEW AMERICAN FOLKLORE evokes the spirit of the campfire tales you heard as a kid. This 20-story anthology offers refreshing, mature reinterpretations of time-tested stories, and wholly original legends that explore the twisted labyrinth of modern myth. Each tale is brought to life and made all the more unsettling by the striking, grisly illustrations of artist Chad Wehrle. An online forum discusses a horrifying children’s TV show remembered from youth. An ancient dead thing finds its way back to life via others’ dreams. An isolated man learns what it’s like to be abandoned by existence itself. These stories and many more in this collection of short horror from the creator of Candle Cove. Contains work originally printed in Ichor Falls: A Visitor’s Guide and But In The Dead of Night: Selections from Thirty Years of Nightmares. "Remember to always take care when steeping out into the twilight. The transition from light to dark can be treacherous. People have been known to stumble and fall." T.W. Grim invites you to pull up a chair and watch the sun slip past the horizon with this dark and macabre collection of short stories. Tripping Over Twilight offers a disquieting look at what happens to familiar places after the comforting light of day has been extinguished by the creeping shroud of nightfall. Turn down the lights, get comfortable and prepare to lose some sleep. "If you place this book back on the shelf now, you’ll save yourself!" --Mr Creepypasta There are stories that scare you. And then there are the dark and disturbing creepypasta stories that will leave you seriously freaked out. The Creepypasta Collection is an unsettling anthology of terror, full of nightmares and dangerous creatures—from unearthly supernatural beings to the murderously disturbed. So, lock the doors, check under the bed, turn up the lights, and get ready for an unforgettable, up-all-night journey into the heart of darkness. A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader. Four political prisoners living in a 1940s Siberian POW camp volunteer to be Subjects in a Soviet Military experiment. They are promised freedom in exchange for completing the exercise. In return they must endure 30 days without sleep, fuelled by Gas 76-IA. The longer the experimentees endure insomnia, the more they deteriorate. Words and pleasantries break down until they turn on each other. Researchers look on, neutral, and take notes for the super soldier applications possible with this new, wonder drug. One researcher, Luka, stands alone in believing the experiment needs to be stopped before irreversible damage is done but is he too late? “The Subjects no longer want the Gas switched off!” Illustrations by award-winning graphic artist Daniel Tyka. Few works of contemporary literature are so universally acclaimed as central to our understanding of the human experience as Nobel Prize winner Samuel Beckett’s famous trilogy. Molloy, the first of these masterpieces, appeared in French in 1951. It was followed seven months later by Malone Dies and two years later by The Unnamable. All three have been rendered into English by the author. Decades ago, scientists sent a radio transmission into space, hoping to communicate with an extra-terrestrial culture. It detailed our culture, accumulated mathematical knowledge, and the finer points of human physiology. Now, years later, they have finally received a reply. “The Western Hemisphere is plunged into chaos, as exposure to the alien radio signal transforms millions of ordinary citizens into savage lunatics, their re-programmed minds relentlessly driving them to spread mayhem and death. From the southernmost point of Chile to the farthest reaches of Northern Canada, the day dawns upon a desperate struggle for survival. Fleeing from raging fires, disastrous havoc, and the murderous rampaging of the infected, the survivors must try to overcome the odds and survive to see tomorrow—but, with a mentally unstable President contemplating full-scale nuclear war on the East, will there even be a tomorrow? Originally published as a condensed serial on Reddit.com, in the SubReddit Library of Shadows, 99 Brief Scenes From the End of The World is a taut, adrenaline-fueled excursion into the darkest depths of the human id. It takes the reader from the embattled streets of suburbia to a besieged church in a Texan border town; to top-secret government facilities, where powerful men play a game of political chess, using people as pawns. Will the alien transmission succeed in destroying us all—or does salvation lie within the extraordinary mind of a catatonic little girl? Inside these pages lies unspeakable horror. Bloodsplattering, brain-impaling, flesh-devouring horror. You’ve probably read your fair share of zombie stories. But this time it’s different. No longer can you sit idle as a bunch of fools make all the wrong moves. All hell is about to break loose—and YOU have a say in
humanity's survival. You have choices to make. Moral dilemmas. Strategic decisions. Weapons. Vehicles. Will you be a hero? Or will you cover your own ass at all costs? Can you withstand the coming hours, days, weeks, and months? Or will you die amidst the chaos and violence of a zombie uprising? Or, worst of all, will you become one of them? One man's search for the truth about one of the most intriguing urban legends ever—the modern bogeyman, Slender Man—leads him down a dark, dangerous path in this creepy supernatural fantasy that will make you question where the line between dark myth and terrifying reality begins. Lauren Bailey has disappeared. As friends at her exclusive school speculate on what happened and the police search for answers, Matt Barker dreams of trees and a black sky... and something drawing closer. Through fragments of journals, news stories, and online conversations, a figure begins to emerge—a tall, slender figure—and all divisions between fiction and delusion, between nightmare and reality, begin to fall. Chilling, eerie, and addictively readable, Slender Man is a unique spine-tingling story and a brilliant and frightening look at one of the most fascinating—and diabolical—mythical figures in modern times. "I know that many of you here have waited years for this Hour," Mater Motley said, using that voice that, though it was barely conversational in volume, was somehow heard everywhere. "The waiting is over. Tomorrow there will be no dawn. Only midnight, absolute and eternal." And so begins a new chapter in the epic story of sixteen-year-old Candy Quackenbush and her journeys through the world of the Abarat, where every hour is an island in one eternal day, and nothing is as it seems. Candy travels through the Abarat from island to island and across the sea with an unlikely band of friends: the escaped prisoner Malingo the Geshrat, the quarrelsome John Brothers, who share the same body but never the same opinion, and the many other colorful characters they meet along the way. The problem is that trouble finds Candy wherever she goes. And soon she discovers a secret plot, masterminded by the diabolical Mater Motley, who is obsessed with becoming Empress of the Islands. Her method is simple. She will darken the skies, putting out the suns, moons, and stars. She will bring absolute midnight. "A gothic and elegant page-turner."—The Boston Globe Twenty years ago, Jane Hudson fled the Heart Lake School for Girls in the Adirondacks after a terrible tragedy. The week before her graduation, in that sheltered wonderland, three lives were taken, all victims of suicide. Only Jane was left to carry the burden of a mystery that has stayed hidden in the depths of Heart Lake for more than two decades. Now Jane has returned to the school as a Latin teacher, recently separated and hoping to make a fresh start with her young daughter. But ominous messages from the past dredge up forgotten memories. And young, troubled girls are beginning to die again—as piece by piece the shattering truth slowly floats to the surface. . . . Modern ghost stories are created from truly creepy myths and rumors. Read this book to discover some urban legends that will make your skin crawl. Friendship is the sweetest bond between two souls which continues to be forever going through every thick and thin, and helps support each other at every moment, they fight like beasts and love like no one that's the purest bond of bond friends could have. Sweet buddies is an anthology written by 20+ writers who have penned down for friendship. Hope it reaches to everyone's hearts. In Murphy, North Carolina, a tragic accident occurs claiming the lives of several elementary school children. Alyssa's brother Adam is the only child spared, and what seems like a tragic ending is merely invitation to an ancient horror as the town's remaining children begin disappearing. Alyssa realizes that she and her brother are among those suffering from a mysterious ailment and haunted by sinister apparitions. Alyssa sees a sometimes amorphous, sometimes man-like shadow. Her peers see their deceased loved ones, and then disappear. As each day passes, more children are taken, and Alyssa knows that the ominous figure is responsible. Now if Alyssa wants to save herself and her brother from becoming the next victims, she has to figure out what it is and how to fight it, before it's too late. The story of Creepy Pasta is divided into two narrative planes, where the world shrouded in mistery and darkness absorbs the human reality. Young Jeff has to understand the difference between reality and imagination, but what happen when his own world becomes a reality that no human being could accept? Together with his group, they have to give up their old concepts in order to cope with the new chapter in their life. Young Maryah, along with the Seven Protectors, joins them in the fight to find out the truth, a long-forgotten term on planet Kepler. If drawing puppies and sunflowers isn't your cup of tea, then this frightfully fun horror themed prompt book may be just what you need. Over 75 prompts to get your creative juices flowing. No rules, no tutorials, no hand holding, just read the prompt and let your imagination take over and start sketching in the blank box. Makes a great gift for horror lovers and artists who like to capture the darker side of life and death. An anthology of the most chilling urban legends of all time collected by the maestro himself. Urban legends are those strange, but seemingly credible tales that always happen to a friend of a friend. For the first time, Professor Jan Harold Brunvand, "who has achieved almost legendary status" (Choice), has collected the creepiest, most terrifying urban legends, many that have spooked you since your childhood and others that you believe really did occur—even if it was one town over to some poor hapless coed who left a party early only to be followed by a man who just got loose from a mental hospital. From the classic hook-man story told around many a campfire to "Saved by a Cell Phone," these spine-tingling urban legends will give you goose bumps, even when you know they can't be true. Still, you'll continue to check the backseat of your car at gas stations and look under your bed at night before praying for sleep. Gunther Grizzwell is your average family bear, with a wife and kids, a day job, and a bottomless appetite for anything from roadkill to the occasional forest hiker. This e-book only collection of Grizzwells comics follows Gunther, his wife, Flora,
and his kids, Tucker and Fauna, on their daily exploits both in and out of the home. We see Gunther’s well-intentioned attempts at imparting fatherly wisdom, Tucker and Fauna’s clever schemes for avoiding homework, and Flora’s heroic efforts at preserving order amid her family’s various misadventures. Clever and sharply drawn, The Grizzwells is a funny and unpredictable spin on the traditional family comic strip—with bite. Created by award-winning artist Bill Schorr, it has been in syndication nationally for more than twenty years. Band battles, demons, angels, and broken hearts! Naomi Jansen is back along with her new friends in the Slender Mansion. Naomi feels she finally fits in as an ordinary killer like the rest of the group at the mansion, but a series of events proves her wrong as she begins to discover her past and what that means for the future. A demon lord named Zalgo threatens to destroy the world with the help of Naomi’s powers, although she hasn’t yet discovered she has powers. Naomi battles to keep her friends at the mansion safe while keeping her own secrets safe from her non-killer band friends. An army of monsters walks among us, hidden in plain sight. They’re fast. They’re strong. They’re unrelenting. And they only want one thing: the gas station at the edge of town. Coming as a surprise to absolutely no one, Jack—night-shift clerk and local crazy person—has found himself neck-deep in the middle of yet another world-ending terror. And this time around, nobody can be trusted. Not that tough-as-nails cop who probably knows a lot more than she’s letting on. Not the adorable new employee who might be something far less innocent than she appears. Not even Jack’s best friend/emotional support human, whose mysterious past seems to have finally caught up with him. In this latest installment of the Gas Station saga, Jack’s world will change forever. Questions will be answered, and answers will be questioned. Friends become enemies. Strangers become enemies. Frenemies become enemies. (You know what? Jack is going to have to have a lot of new enemies.) Prepare yourself. Things are about to get weird. “If you enjoy these too-good-to-be-true tales, Brunvand’s new book will give you hours of pleasure.”—Chicago Tribune A fabulously entertaining book from the ultimate authority on those almost believable tales that always happen to a “friend of a friend.” Alligators in the sewers? A pet in the microwave? A tragic misunderstanding of the function of cruise control? No, it didn’t really happen to your friend’s sister’s neighbor: it’s an urban legend. And no matter how savvy you think you are, you are sure to find in this collection of over 200 tales at least one story you would have sworn was true. Jan Harold Brunvand has been collecting and studying this modern folklore for over twenty years. In Too Good to Be True he captures the best stories in their best retellings, along with their latest variations and examples of how the stories have changed as they move from person to person and place to place. To help you find your favorite, Brunvand has arranged the tales thematically. “Bringing Up Baby” is full of episodes of child-rearing gone wrong, including the grisly tale of the drugged out baby-sitter who mistakes the kid for a turkey. “Funny Business” showcases stories of infamous lapses in customer service, such as the story of the shockingly expensive chocolate chip cookie recipe. And “The Criminal Mind” features both brilliant --if they were real--scams, as well as the purported antics of the less mentally gifted. Whether you want to become an expert debunker or just have plenty of laughs, this book will surprise and entertain you. Illustrated throughout. “Informative and entertaining. Brunvand has collected more than 200 of the most-repeated and best-known examples of modern folk-myth.”—Tampa Tribune “[N]ot only an entertaining anthology, but an excellent introduction to the study of folklore itself.”—Publishers Weekly “A fun read. All the classics are here from the killer upstairs to the Kentucky Fried Rat.”—New City “Resonant stories that express our hidden anxieties make us laugh, [or] arouse our fascinated horror.”—San Francisco Chronicle Book Review “Informative and entertaining. Brunvand has collected more than 200 of the most-repeated and best-known examples of modern folk-myth.”—Tampa Tribune “[N]ot only an entertaining anthology, but an excellent introduction to the study of folklore itself.”—Publishers Weekly it’s the dead of night; you are fast asleep. Suddenly, you are wide awake but unable to move. Hunched over you in the shadows is an eight- or nine-foot-tall gaunt entity with spider-thin limbs, dressed in an old-style black suit, its pale face missing eyes, nose, ears, and mouth. You finally manage to cry out. The monstrous thing disappears as suddenly as it appeared. You just had a terrifying encounter with the Slenderman. Who’dor what’is the Slenderman? His existence began on the Internet, but he didn’t stay online. The Slenderman may be a tulpa, a thought-form that can stride out of our darkest imaginations and into reality if enough people believe in it. In May 2014, two young Milwaukee girls almost killed a friend in the name of the Slenderman. Perhaps, like the vast Skynet system in the Terminator movies, the Internet is turning against us’and attacking us with digital equivalents of our own online nightmares. The Slenderman has come to life. For the first time, this book reveals the full and fear-filled saga. On a hot summer day in Elkwood, Alabama, Claire Lambert stalks naked, wounded, and half-blind away from the nightmare that claimed her friends and left her the sole survivor. Even as she prays for rescue, the killers (a family of cannibalistic lunatics) are closing in. A soldier returns from Iraq to be told his brother was among those murdered. A waitress, trapped in an abusive relationship gets an unexpected visit that sends her back on the road to a past she has spent years trying to outrun. Together a dream of vengeance will be realized as grief and rage turn good people into cold-blooded murderers and force alliances among strangers. A romantic cabin getaway doesn’t go exactly as planned. High up on the windswept cliffs of Pale Peak, Faye and Felix celebrate their new engagement. But soon, a chorus of ghastly noises erupts from the nearby woods: the screams of animals, the cries of children, and the mad babbles of a hundred mournful voices. A dark figure
loom nears the windows in the dead of night, whispering to Faye. As the weather turns deadly, Felix discovers that his terrified fiancée isn’t just mumbling in her sleep - she’s whispering back. Originally a contest-winning story on reddit.com’s horror community NoSleep, Stolen Tongues has received widespread acclaim and is now being adapted into a feature film. “A collection of nineteen modern urban myths and horror stories”–From the award-winning author Matt Dymerski comes a connected anthology of thirty stories that delve deep into the existential abyss of our technological era. Tales told with a unique blend of science fiction and horror explore what it means to be human and vulnerable in the face of threats larger than we can comprehend. Headlining this anthology is A SHATTERED LIFE, winner of Story of the Month for January 2018, and 7th ranked story of all time on reddit.com/r/nosleep at the time of this publication. A Shattered Life is the story of a man with a very unique affliction: something horrible and unknown has broken his life into pieces around him, and he must find a way to stitch his days back together before time runs out. Following that are twenty-seven tales woven into the fabric of the life of one man as he grows up and struggles to find his purpose while the evil of p-8p slowly spreads throughout the world. His is a land filled with horrifying creatures rising on one side and society steadily going mad on the other. From the author who brought you the Best Series of 2012 and the Best Story of 2017, A SHATTERED LIFE AND OTHER STORIES will leave your heart pounding and your mind questioning everything you’ve been told. Bullies and liars beware; your doom is near. Naomi Jansen just wanted a normal carefree life till she met Jeff, a laid back teenage boy with a dark secret. While Naomi is at camp she discovers one morning that her long time bully, Mallory, was found dead in her cabin. Naomi suspects Jeff, but decides that he’s to sweet to do something like that; until a series of events changes her mind and her outlook on her own sanity. Shifting Perceptions is a collection of articles, stories, quotes and poetries which are really close to the writer’s heart. Writers have penned their different perceptions on various themes. In this book 17 co-authors from different corners of the country have joined hands to complete this book. These co-authors although separated by physical distance, their words and perspectives enable them to form a unique connection. I strongly think this book will make readers look at the world with different perspectives and enable them to embrace and accept different perspectives of people. How will you die? Dr. Atwell knows. He knows how everyone will die, even the ones he won’t kill himself. He also knows about all your clones. You didn’t really think you were the original, did you? He’s even traveled back in time to bring his daughter back from the dead. SHADOW ON THE STAIRS is a collection of short thriller, horror, mystery, and suspense stories. Each bite-sized page turner is a quick, exciting read, made more so by Dr. Atwell’s elaborate narrative subtly woven between the stories. Supernatural and paranormal encounters. Deranged murders and master assassins. Mad experiments and profane rites Delve into these mysteries and join the hunt to discover the truth. Praise for Shadow on the Stairs: “This book is filled with quick and easy-to-read horror stories that pack a punch.” ★★★★★ Review “Blair has the incredible ability to weave the most mundane passing thoughts into creepy nightmares. She does this without evocative shock and gore and instead builds imagery and cadence that lead you there. She manages to build a world of existential dread that is not too unlike our own and doesn’t waste time.” ★★★★★ Review “I devoured it in a day and a half. Blair’s writing is in that perfect Goldilocks zone where it’s accessible and easy to read but not dumbed-down or too simple. I got chills more than once reading this!” ★★★★★ Review Read now to see the full-page illustrations. Exquisite original illustrations from the author make this collection truly unique. About Haunted House Publishing: We’re passionate about publishing horror stories for adults, scary books for teens, and all sorts of dark fiction. We’ve got new horror kindle books every month, specializing in supernatural stories, supernatural book collections, and paranormal books for adults. We’ve got zombie books, demonic horror, ghosts and specters, angels and demons, gothic novels, and haunted houses and ghosts novels. We promise some of the top horror books 2018. Martin and Brandon want to know what is really happening inside the S-CORP building. Are there really monsters and creatures contained inside? Are experiments going on inside secret labs? What about rumors of armed guards and soldiers? The only way to know for sure is to sneak inside and see for themselves. This is their story. Get ready for action, some laughs and a lot of horror. You might even meet some of your favorite SCPs along the way.Creepypasta: (Source: Derived from the words Copy Paste) Definition- Horror related legends or images that have been copied and pasted around the internet. These internet entries are often brief, user-generated, paranormal stories intended to scare readers. This book contains 15 Creepypasta bedtime stories. Including the “The What If Man” and “If you use sleep sounds at night, stop” as seen on YouTube and Reddit. Multiple stories from this collection have been narrated and viewed over two hundred thousand times.
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